
The 3-Ply Community Mask is a single-use face mask 
designed for public or community spaces where social 
distancing cannot be achieved.

Featuring three layers of lightweight material with two ear 
loops to keep the mask in place, this mask provides comfort 
and breathability for the wearer.

The 3-Ply Community Mask can be used in retail, food service  
and transport environments, as well as for events, festivals  
and conferences.

This item can be purchased in a carton of 24 boxes of 50 
masks, totaling 1,200 masks, or a Shelf Ready Tray containing 
30 individual retail packs containing 10 masks in each pack, 
totaling 300 masks. 

This mask is not intended for use in clinical environments.

 + Australian Made and Owned

 + Single-use face masks with  
ear loops

 + Inner comfort layer for 
comfortable fit

 + Non-sterile and Latex-free

Outer Layer Middle Layer Inner Layer Nose Wire

Material Description Spunbond PP Meltblown PP Spunbond PP Steel

Special Treatment Hydrophobic 3% Electret Hydrophilic Plastic coated

Material gsm Typically 25gsm Typically 25-27gsm Typically 25gsm 3mm wide

Material Specifications
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Outer Layer
The external hydrophobic 
layer provides protection 
for the filtration layer

Middle Layer
The meltblown filtration layer 
protects from the passage 
of non-oil based particulates 
outside the mask.

Inner Layer
Soft and comfortable, the inner 
hydrophilic (absorbent) layer 
captures droplets from wearer.
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Droplets from wearer



Always check mask fit to ensure it is secured at the bridge of the nose and mouth. There should be minimal gaps between the mask and face. 
Appropriate hand hygiene should always be used when touching the mask. Masks should not be reapplied and should be discarded safely after use.

Instructions for Use

1. Hold the mask on the short edges 
with the ear loop connection 
points facing outwards.

2. Pinching firmly on the nose piece, 
place one ear loop around the 
back of your ear and ensure  
it is secure.

3. Place the second ear loop up over 
your other ear and check the mask 
is evenly aligned on your face.

4. Expand the pleats to ensure  
a secure and comfortable fit.

5. Check mask fit to ensure it is 
secured at the bridge of the  
nose and mouth. There should  
be minimal gaps between  
the mask and face.

Caution: The mask is designed for occupational use by healthcare professionals who are properly trained in mask use and limitations. Misuse may result in sickness 
or death. DO NOT use in any manner not indicated in the Instructions for Use. Always read the label. Discard the mask if it becomes damp, soiled, damaged, 
or difficult to breathe through. Do not use if the packaging is damaged.

Product Details
Pack Size Description Size Width Height Ear Loop Length Masks  

Per Box
Masks  

Per Carton

10 Pack  
& SRT

3-Ply Community Face Mask One Size 175mm ± 2mm 95mm ± 2mm 165mm ± 5mm 10 300

50 Pack 3-Ply Community Face Mask One Size 175mm ± 2mm 95mm ± 2mm 165mm ± 5mm 50 1200

Earloop: 165±5

175±2

110±3
Nose Piece

95+1
-2
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Contact Detmold Medical  
to place an order today

Store mask in the original packaging, away from contaminated areas, dust, sunlight, extreme temperatures,  
excessive moisture, and damaging chemicals. When stored in accordance with recommendations, the product  
is designed for use within 2 years from date of manufacture.

Storage Recommendations

DO NOT USE IF
PACKAGING IS DAMAGED

DO NOT
RE-USE

KEEP
DRY
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